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IMPORTANT
Before installing the new release, please backup all of your Logs. Do not check the boxes that exclude 
indexes, check file or INI files so that you get a complete backup.

It is essential to backup your logs before installing a new release of the software.  You should also 
make a practice of making regular backup copies of your data.  We remind you that even if you are 
using a brand new PC, it is not immune to the problem of data loss.  Malfunctioning software or 
operating system and malfunctioning hardware (hard drive of other electronic components) can cause 
data loss at any time without warning.  In particular, the hard drive is an electromechanical device and 
is much more likely to fail than the electrical components such as memory or CPU.  You should 
regularly make backups of your logs to media other than the hard drive in your PC.  We suggest that 
you obtain an external hard drive that will connect to your PC through the USB port or get other USB 
connected memory such as a thumb drive.

Thanks

Thanks to all the betatesters for their help during the development. A special thanks to HB9TSU, 
IT9PAD and IK1SOW.
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EasyLog 5.7

In this release we added a new dialog box (Radio 3) for the rig communication, it uses a new algorithm 
that will handle the new FT-2000.  This new dialog box in this release will exchange data only with the 
FT-2000.  In the next months however, we will release some new DLLs for other rig families.

We fixed some errors:

• Add/Edit QSO dialog box:  An error during the input in the date field shown a little error 
dialog box. Sometimes this dialog box was hidden behind the add/edit QSO dialog box. Since it 
required a click on its button, and it was hidden, EasyLog seems to be locked up.  Now the error 
dialog box has been removed, in case of error during the date input the field will simply be 
cleared.

• DXCC status dialog box: The Azimuth value was not shown. 

• Running dialog box: If the band field was emtpy, then an “m” appeared in the saved QSO 
record.

• Running dialog box: The band field accepted any characters.  Now there is a filter, only the 
valid bands are accepted.

• Add/Edit QSO dialog box: If the Locator field wasn't visible in the dialog box, the default 
Locator for a QSO wasn't saved in the Log, leaving it empty.

• Manager: if the Manager field was left empty, a new Manager empty record was appended to 
the data file.

New:

• In the Radio 3 dialog box, now you may choose any port up to COM16. In the next releases we 
will extend the COM port identifier to all other areas where communication ports are used.

• In the Running dialog box, you can now search on QRZ.com.

• When you open the QSO dialog box, if the Radio3 communication is active, the radio 
frequency and mode is read from the rig and loaded in the frequency and mode fields.

• If the Radio3 communication is active, and the frequency in the radio is changed, it will also be 
changed in the frequency field of the add QSO dialog box.
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Release notes
This new release of EasyLog introduces a new algorithm for radio communication. This algorithm has 
been embedded in the new Radio3 dialog box. Actually the Radio3 has been released with only the FT-
2000 driver.  In the next releases a set of new DLLs files will be released.  A DLL is plug-in file that 
contains all the details for the radio communication. 

To use the new Radio3 dialog box, simply press the “Radio” button placed in the bottom of EasyLog 
window. 

The following dialog box will be shown:

       

To select a driver (at this time only the FT-2000 plug-in is available), click the Setup button as in the 
figure above.

In the new dialog box, select the driver and the serial port.

Important! During the tests we noticed that when choosing high speed the radio sometimes shows 
communication errors. We suggest to use the default speed of 4800 baud.
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When choosing a driver the following dialog box will be shown:

Important! All the radio drivers are in C:\EL5\RADIO. 

To select the default radio in EasyLog, press the “Radio” button in the main EasyLog window, and then 
choose the “Default” menu item.

Select then Radio 3, as default radio. 
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From now, EasyLog will echange data with FT-2000 using the "Radio 3" interface.

How to use the new radio interface:

After having selected the communication with the rig, use the defined radio button to change the radio 
frequency and mode to match the incoming DX Spot.

You can change the radio frequency from the add/edit QSO dialog box, from Running dialog box and 
from the DX-List and DX-Spot dialog boxes.

How to use the new radio interface from the DX-List
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How to use the new radio interface from the DX Spot window
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